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American Horror Story
Double Feature Part 2: Death Valley

1. Set in 1954, what US President is taken into the desert with a military convey to take a look at a
mysterious aircraft that has been shot down by the Air Force?

2. What Aviation Pioneer is discovered to be alive but with mysterious marks on her back?

3. What do doctors recover from the aircraft wreckage?

4. In present day, what are the names of the 4 students who discover a field of dead and mutilated
bovines?

5. After they encounter a mysterious light, the 4 students all start to feel nausea and discover what,
had happened to them (including the males)?

6. President Kennedy learns from ex-President Eisenhower that a secret alien treaty was signed during
Eisenhower’s presidency, which allows how many Americans to be abducted annually in exchange for
alien technology?

7. What is the name of the android liaison, the aliens send to the Whitehouse in 1954, who introduces
a futuristic handheld computer?

8. When Troy gives birth to a hybrid baby, why did the Aliens kill the baby?

9. On his deathbed, Eisenhower declines Thor's offer of immortality. Who accepts Thor's offer?

10. After giving birth, Theta has both Jamie and Kendall killed. Why does she replace Kendall's head
with a mechanical device?

11. What does Mamie learn from Thor about the extraterrestrials plans?

12. Who betrays Mamie when she attempts to stop Theta?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Dwight D. Eisenhower
2. Amelia Earhart
3. Alien body
4. Troy, Cal, Kendall and Jamie
5. They are all pregnant
6. 5,000

7. Valiant Thor
8. It did not meet the correct specifications
9. Mamie Eisenhower
10. Kendall gave birth to the perfect hybrid so her

body will be used to birth more
11. They plan to cause mass human genocide and take

over the earth
12. Calico

1. Set in 1954, what US President is taken into the desert with a military convey to take a look at a
mysterious aircraft that has been shot down by the Air Force?

2. What Aviation Pioneer is discovered to be alive but with mysterious marks on her back?

3. What do doctors recover from the aircraft wreckage?

4. In present day, what are the names of the 4 students who discover a field of dead and mutilated
bovines?

5. After they encounter a mysterious light, the 4 students all start to feel nausea and discover what,
had happened to them (including the males)?

6. President Kennedy learns from ex-President Eisenhower that a secret alien treaty was signed during
Eisenhower’s presidency, which allows how many Americans to be abducted annually in exchange for
alien technology?

7. What is the name of the android liaison, the aliens send to the Whitehouse in 1954, who introduces
a futuristic handheld computer?

8. When Troy gives birth to a hybrid baby, why did the Aliens kill the baby?

9. On his deathbed, Eisenhower declines Thor's offer of immortality. Who accepts Thor's offer?

10. After giving birth, Theta has both Jamie and Kendall killed. Why does she replace Kendall's head
with a mechanical device?

11. What does Mamie learn from Thor about the extraterrestrials plans?

12. Who betrays Mamie when she attempts to stop Theta?
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